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Abstract: Historians of rhetoric continue to debate the relative
degree of transmission and implementation of the progymnasmata
during the Middle Ages. This essay intervenes in this debate by
analyzing Matthew of Vendôme’s Ars versificatoria (Art of the
Versemaker), showing that the treatise emphasizes the construction
of probable assertions within a system of rhetorically-informed
poetic composition. While past scholarship has shown Matthew’s
indebtedness to Ciceronian and Horatian rhetoric and poetics, this
essay argues that progymnasmata exercises focused on probability
and verisimilitude may have also influenced Matthew, suggesting
the continued influence of the exercises within rhetorical and gram-
matical education during the 12th century.
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T
he rhetorical and grammatical treatises collectively referred
to as the artes poetriae have been of great interest to scholars
of medieval rhetoric. These texts—attributed to Matthew

of Vendôme, Geoffrey of Vinsauf, Gervase of Melkley, Eberhard the
German, and John of Garland—have been studied from a variety of
perspectives, but particularly for their synthesis of Ciceronian rhetori-
cal theory and Horatian poetics. As Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter
observe, these texts “build on the long tradition of commentary on
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ancient grammar, rhetoric, and poetic, but they stand as independent
prescriptive treatises that adapt the older teachings to new purposes.”1

While the Ciceronian and Horatian influences on the artes poetriae
are readily acknowledged, the relationship between the treatises and
the ancient progymnasmata has been a subject of debate. This essay
intervenes in this debate by analyzing Matthew of Vendôme’s Ars
versificatoria, the earliest of the artes poetriae, showing that the treatise
emphasizes the construction of probable assertions within a system
of rhetorically-informed poetic composition, which I suggest can be
traced in part to Priscian’s Praeexercitamina. While Ciceronian and
Horatian influences account for much of Matthew’s approach to
composition, certain elements—particularly his discussions of charac-
terization and sensory description of place—share similar language
and content to the exercises of Priscian. Specifically, terms such as
coniecturale and verisimile occur throughout both texts, revealing a
common concern with the cultivation of probable and realistic claims
and descriptions. At the same time, the language in Matthew’s trea-
tise appears to be indebted to what Deborah Black terms the “context
theory,” or the medieval tendency to classify Aristotle’s Rhetoric and
Poetics as part of the expanded Organon, or core Aristotelian texts on
logic.2 The relationship between Matthew’s treatise and the “context
theory” is suggested by Matthew’s insistence that poetics is a form of
epideictic rhetoric. As such, we see in Matthew’s treatise the tendency
to adapt and reclassify old forms of knowledge to new ends, blending
them into a hybrid rhetoric/poetic sensitive to probabilistic reasoning
and sensory appeal.

To begin, I first discuss the relationship between poetry, probabil-
ity, and epideictic rhetoric in the 12th and 13th centuries. Following this
discussion, I then illustrate the similarities between Priscian’s and
Matthew’s discussions of probability, believability, and verisimilitude,
focusing particularly on Matthew’s discussion of characterization and
on sensory description of locations. My suggestion in these sections,
however, is not simply that rhetorical theory informed poetic compo-
sition (as it most certainly did) but rather that rhetorically-informed
poetic composition continued to serve traditionally epideictic ends.
That is, poetic composition remained a demonstrative rhetorical prac-
tice that took praise and blame as its main purpose and function and
was anchored rhetorically in stock arguments and commonplaces

1Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter, Medieval Grammar and Rhetoric: Language Arts
and Literary Theory, AD 300–1475. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009). 547–8.

2Deboarah L. Black, Logic and Aristotle’s “Rhetoric” and “Poetics” in Medieval
Arabic Philosophy (Leiden: Brill 1990).
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attentive to probable reasoning. Thus, my suggestion is that the medi-
eval inheritance of the progymnasmata functioned not solely as “conve-
nient categories for literary criticism,” as suggested by scholars such as
Manfred Kraus, but also as inventional aides to composition, even as
epideictic rhetoric enjoyed a broadening of its traditional goals and
purposes in the 12th and 13th centuries.3

THE PROGYMNASMATA AS PROBABILITY-DRIVEN

COMPOSITION METHOD

Taken together, progymnasmata—grammatical and rhetorical exer-
cises recorded in handbooks between the 1st and 5th centuries CE—
represent a snapshot of rhetorical education and classroom practices
during this period. As an ordered set of exercises, the progymnasmata
helped the early student to transition from basic grammatical instruc-
tion to the more complex tasks of rhetorical pedagogy, which would
have included both written and spoken elements. Though the various
authors of the surviving progymnasmata texts recommended different
exercises and orderings of those tasks, the basic outline of instruction,
as Craig Gibson observes, was established by Aphthonius the Sophist
and “consisted of fourteen prose composition exercises, graded in dif-
ficulty, which were intended to teach particular compositional forms
and skills needed for declamation. These exercises included fable
(mythos), narration (diegema), anecdote (chreia), maxim (gnome), refuta-
tion (anaskeue), confirmation (kataskeue), common-place (koinos topos),
encomium, invective (psogos), comparison (synkrisis), speech in charac-
ter (ethopoiia), description (ekphrasis), thesis, and proposal of a law
(nomou eisphora).”4

While the relative survival and implementation of the exercises
remains a matter of debate, the potential relationship between
Matthew’s treatise and the ancient progymnasmata has been frequently
commented upon but rarely studied in great depth. Ernest Gallo, for
instance, notes that “In its [Matthew’s Art of Versification’s] concern
with figurative language and the construction of a line of verse,
Matthew’s treatise is allied with the study of grammar; in its discussion

3Manfred Kraus, “Progymnasmatic Exercises in the Medieval Classroom,” in The
Classics in the Medieval and Renaissance Classroom, ed. Juanita Feros Ruys, John O.
Ward, and Melanie Heyworth (Turnout, Brepols, 2013): 175–197, 183.

4Craig Gibson, “Better Living Through Prose Composition? Moral and
Compositional Pedagogy in Ancient Greek and Roman Progymnasmata,” Rhetorica
31.1 (2014), 1–30, 3.
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of invention (in Matthew’s lengthy treatment of the topics appropriate
to description) it is allied with rhetoric.”5 Matthew’s treatise, Gallo
claims, fulfills a similar function as the progymnasmata—it is a text
intended to help bridge a student’s knowledge of both rhetorical and
grammatical precepts through advice and composition exercises based
on emulation of exemplars.6 Gallo further observes that “Priscian’s
Praeexercitamina was used to provide exercises for the writing of fable,
chria, and narrative, and treats topics of description with an exhaustive-
ness that would have appealed toMatthew of Vendôme, who considers
description to be at the heart of poetry.”7 Similarly, Douglas Kelly
has observed that “Beyond providing a foundation in the Latin
language and, in particular, Latin versification and art prose, ins-
truction in grammar traditionally included the study of authorized
works of recommended literature and the imitation of their featu-
res in prescribed exercises (praeexercitamina).”8 Like Gallo, Kelly
acknowledges the potential overlap of Matthew’s treatise and the
progymnasmata, but does not comment on or further explore this
possibility.

Despite this sustained interest from scholars of medieval rhetoric,
the use of the complete series of progymnasmata in the European
Middle Ages seems to be limited. Yet, individual progymnasmata-
inspired exercises seem to be relatively more common—for example,
Marjorie Curry Woods has observed that medieval students were fre-
quently assigned speeches of impersonation, or ethopoeia, in which
they compose as women in intense emotional situations.9 Paul Prill
also draws attention to potential Carolingian use of the exercises,
writing:

One good indication of the application of rhetoric to the writing of
poetry is found in the use of the progymnasmata. These exercises were
designed to help the young student became an accomplished orator by

5Ernest Gallo, “Matthew of Vendôme: Introductory Treatise on the Art of
Poetry,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 118.1 (1974), 51–92, 52.

6This point has also been made by Karus in “Progymnasmatic Exercises” (cited
above: see note 3).

7Ernest Gallo, “Matthew of Vendôme,” 52.
8Douglas Kelly, The Arts of Poetry and Prose. (Turnhout: Brepols, 1991), 60.
9Marjorie Curry Woods, “Weeping for Dido: Epilogue on a Premodern

Rhetorical Exercise in a Postmodern Classroom,” Latin Grammar and Rhetoric: From
Classical Theory to Medieval Practice, ed. Carol Dana Lanham, (London: Continuum
Press, 2002), 284–93. See also, Marjorie Curry Woods, “Boys Will be Women:
Musings on Classroom Nostalgia and the Chaucerian Audience(s),” Speaking
Images: Essays in Honor of V. A. Kolve, eds. Robert F. Yeager, Charlotte C. Morse
and V. A. Kolve, (Asheville: Pegasus, 2001), 143–166.
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moving him through a series of assignments, beginning with very easy
things like fables and proceeding through increasingly difficult steps to
the deliberative speech. Since opportunities for public speaking were
limited during this period, students turned to practicing these exercises
in verse. Thus these exercises became the basis of much of the poetry
written during this period. The most popular of these exercises were
the fable, the encomium, and prosopopoeia.10

It is clear, then, that many historians of rhetoric have observed
potential connections between various aspects of medieval rhetorical
and literary tradition and the progymnasmata. There is less consensus,
however, regarding the manuscript transmission of such exercises.
Many scholars point to the Praeexercitamina of Priscian when seeking
connections between the exercises and medieval intellectual culture.
As Henrik Specht writes, “The fullest and most informative theoretical
treatment of ethopoeia available to the Middle Ages, however, was that
which was originally contained in the Progymnasmata of Hermogenes,
written in the second century in Greek. This work, as is well known,
was transmitted to the Middle Ages in Priscian’s sixth-century Latin
translation called the Praeexercitamina.”11 Similarly, John O. Ward
observes that Priscian’s Praeexercitamina are the chief example of
medieval transmission of the progymnasmata, noting that while
Priscian was frequently copied, the genre was not otherwise popular,
with authors such as Aelius Theon being little known.12 The relative
degree of transmission and use of Greco-Roman progymnasmata is
still a matter of some debate. While Ward notes that scholars such
as Halm and Clarke13 place the number of manuscripts containing
the Praeexercitamina between 400 and 1000, Kraus disagrees with these
estimates, noting that only about 6% (i.e. 45) of the surviving recorded
manuscripts contain the text, despite the immense popularity of

10Paul E. Prill, “Rhetoric and Poetics in the Early Middle Ages.” Rhetorica, 5.2
(1987), 129–147. 138–9.

11Henrik Specht, “’Ethopoeia’ or Impersonation: A Neglected Species of
Medieval Characterization.” The Chaucer Review, 21.1 (1986), 1–15. 5. Several scholars
have also commented on the possibility of certain exercises being derived from
Isidore of Seville. See, for instance, Gabriele Knappe, “The Rhetorical Aspect of
Grammar Teaching in Anglo-Saxon England,” Rhetorica 17.1 (1999), 1–34, 16; Carol
Dana Lanham, “Freshman Composition in the Early Middle Ages: Epistolography
Before the Ars Dictaminis,” Viator 23 (1992), 115–134, 121; Jordan Loveridge, “’How
Do You Want to be Wise?’: The Influence of the Progymnasmata on Ælfrīc’s
Colloquy,” Advances in the History of Rhetoric 19.1 (2016): 71–94.

12John O. Ward, Ciceronian Rhetoric in Treatise, Scholion, and Commentary,
(Turnhout: Brepols, 1995), 79.

13See Donald L. Clark, “Rhetoric and Literature in the Middle Ages,” Quarterly
Journal of Speech, 45 (1959).
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Priscian’s other grammatical works.14 Kraus notes as well that these
copies of the Praeexercitamina are most likely to be combined and trans-
mitted with grammatical treatises, a fact he uses to argue that the
progymnasmata were thus not particularly important as an element of
rhetorical pedagogy, instead remaining confined to the realm of gram-
matical instruction.

At the same time, numerous historians of rhetoric and the medie-
val period have also offered insights into the survival and potential
implementation of classical progymnasmata exercises. While medieval
authors were varied in their treatment of the genre and in their level
of influence from the progymnasmata, there are consistent references
to a practice of epideictic composition and speech, and a variety of
classical forms and genres of epideictic were copied throughout the
Middle Ages. As Ward notes, “That the longer (maiores) and shorter
(minores), or, as in the case of the declamations of Seneca the Elder,
the ‘excerpted’ forms of late Roman declamatory exercises survive in
manuscripts from the ninth and tenth centuries A.D. can be explained
only by the fact that medieval scholars in the post-Carolingian period
thought them useful enough to copy out.”15 Martin Camargo similarly
observes that “many elements of the pedagogical program leading up
to the declamations were retained and adapted to new uses[,]” includ-
ing progymnasmata exercises.16 The connection between these seem-
ingly unrelated epideictic forms and the exercises is important to
note because declamation, as Quintilian observes, is closely related to
the exercises of the progymnasmata—after all, it was declamation that
the progymnasmata were preliminary to. The sequence of exercises ser-
ved as a system for bridging the disciplines of grammar and rhetoric,
and therefore interest in declamation may speak to some interest in
the exercises themselves. My intent in this section, then, is not to settle
this ongoing debate, but rather to emphasize that the debate itself is
alive and well. While I can—perhaps fittingly, given this essay’s sub-
ject—only offer probable claims here, I follow the lead of Debra
Hawhee, who argues that “the progymnasmata . . . wound their way
into cultural practices and knowledge formations that ought to be

14Manfred Kraus, “Progymnasmatic Exercises,” see especially 176–177.
15John O. Ward, Ciceornian Rhetoric,120. Ward notes as well that medieval

authors such as Anslem of Besate continued to write in the style of controversia and
that some medieval schools engaged students in judicial declamations based on clas-
sical models, perhaps speaking to other potential connections to the exercises.

16Martin Camargo, “Epistolary Declamation: Performing Model Letters in
Medieval English Classrooms.” Huntington Library Quarterly 79.3 (2016), 345–63, 346.
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considered—at the very least—an outgrowth of that curriculum.”17

In the following sections, then, I hope to add some evidence for the
continued appeal, influence, and implementation of progymnasmata
exercises and their associated cultural practices in the 12th century,
specifically in relation to Matthew Vendôme’s Ars versificatoria.

POETRY, EPIDEICTIC RHETORIC, AND ETHICS

To better understand the relationship between Matthew’s system
of rhetorical poetics, epideictic rhetoric, and the progymnasmata, it is
first necessary to situate Matthew and his treatise within the intellec-
tual climate of his own education. Matthew was the first of several
authors to compose in the medieval genre of the artes poetriae, or arts
of poetry. He studied at Tours and Orleans, working with scholars
such as Bernardus Silvestris and Hugh Primus. During this time of
study, Matthew also developed an amusing hatred of his colleague
Arnulf of Orleans, who he considered a pedagogical and poetic rival.
Arnulf is mentioned periodically in Matthew’s Ars versificatoria, which
was completed around 1165.18 As we will see, these relationships had
notable effects on Matthew’s approach to rhetoric and poetics—
Matthew gleans many of his ideas about verisimilitude and probabil-
ity from his teachers and rivals, though he also expands upon them
considerably.

In the 12th and 13th centuries, poetry, rhetoric, and many other
disciplines were understood as methods of developing ethical
behavior in readers and students, providing examples and morals to
help guide behavior, and it is within this framework that we see
Matthew develop his own approach to composition. Given the ethical
goals of these disciplines, the stories of literary texts were expected to
resemble real-world problems, characters, and situations. However,
medieval “narratives did not have to be historically true in order to
offer true morality—a fact already witnessed by the wide range of
texts classified as pertaining to ethics in the accessus ad auctores,
including the moral fables of Aesop and Avianus,” as A. J. Minnis
and A. B. Scott note.19 Rather, such edifying material was simply

17Debra Hawhee, Rhetoric in Tooth and Claw: Animals, Language, Sensation.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 132.

18On the dating of Matthew’s works, see Carsten Wollin, “Beiträgezur
Werkchronologie und Rezeption des Matthäus von Vendôme,” Sacris erudiri 45 (2006),
327–352.

19A. J. Minnis and A. B. Scott, Medieval Literary Theory and Criticism c, 1100—c.
1375: The Commentary Tradition. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 116.
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expected to be probable and believable, so that its utility could be
clearly communicated to an audience of young readers. In this
way, many theorists and commentators began to develop a frame-
work that intimately associated poetry with probability and persua-
sion. Poetry needed to cultivate both probable claims (so that its
assertions could be seen as viable and likely) and persuasive ones
(so that the reader would be moved to accept and internalize the
poet’s moral message).

This trend is evident throughout the 12th and 13th centuries, partic-
ularly in the thought of Matthew’s teachers and rivals. Matthew’s
teacher Bernardus Silvestris, commenting on the Aeneid, notes that
“the reader derives a twofold benefit from this work. The first is skill
in writing acquired by imitation. The second is the knowledge of
how to act properly, acquired from the exhortation imparted to use
by examples.”20 Bernardus later clarifies the relationship between fic-
tional stories and ethical formation, noting that “[this] is a kind of
teaching which wraps up the true meaning inside a fictitious narrative
( fabulosa narratio), and so it is also called ‘a veil’ (involucrum). Man
derives benefit (utilitas) from this work [the Aeneid], the benefit
being self-knowledge.”21 Likewise, Arnulf of Orleans, Matthew’s
contemporary and intellectual rival, notes in his gloss on Lucan that
“[this work] pertains to ethics (ethice supponitur) not because he
[Lucan] gives moral instruction (precepta morum) but because in a
certain way he encourages us to practice the four virtues . . . by
means of appropriate characters (per convenientes personas), showing
us good morality.”22 The utility of poetry, then, is to perform the
epideictic functions of praise and blame in the service of ethical
formation—the poet is tasked with praising the praiseworthy
and blaming the blameworthy (while also instructing the student
in effective composition). Despite his disagreements with Arnulf,
this general orientation to literary texts seems to have informed
Matthew’s own approach to rhetoric and poetics as well.

By the 13th century, the connection between epideictic rhetoric,
poetry, and ethics was made even more explicit due to the European
interpolation of Arabic interpretations of the expanded Organon of
Aristotle. While the widespread adoption of the expanded Organon

20Bernard Silvester, “Commentary on the Aeneid Book I-VI: Prologue,” Medieval
Literary Theory and Criticism c, 1100—c. 1375: The Commentary Tradition. Ed. A. J. Minnis
and A. B. Scott, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 150–154, 152.

21Bernard Silvester, “Commentary on the Aeneid,” 150–154, 152.
22Arnulf of Orleans, “Gloss on Lucan’s Pharsalia [—the Bellum civile]: Prologue,”

in Medieval Literary Theory and Criticism c, 1100—c. 1375: The Commentary Tradition.
Ed. A. J. Minnis and A. B. Scott, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 155–158, 155.
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is typically thought to occur in medieval Europe after Matthew’s
writings, it is important to note because the anonymous Tria sunt—
arguably the culmination of the artes poetriae tradition initiated by
Matthew’s treatise—readily cites Hermannus Alemannus’ translation
of Averroes’ commentary on Aristotle’s Poetics.23 This association,
I suggest, speaks to the level of commonality between Matthew’s
ideas about probability and the ideas expressed within the frame-
work of the expanded Organon.

Within this framework, Aristotle’s works are synthesized into a
coherent program of study. The expanded Organon adds Aristotle’s
Rhetoric and Poetics to the traditional six core books on logic, with
each representing a type of reasoning that deals with less-certain
forms of knowledge (poetic representing the least certain form of
reasoning, demonstration representing the most certain). Similar
ideas are clearly visible in Arabic treatises that were translated and
adapted for European scholars. For instance. translating Averroes’s
“Middle Commentary” on Aristotle’s Poetics, Hermannus Alemannus
begins by reminding the reader that “Aristotle says: Every poem,
and all poetic utterance (oratio poetica), is either praise (laudatio) or blame
(vituperatio).”24 Despite this bold pronouncement, Hermannus never-
theless asserts that poetry differs from rhetoric: for instance,
Hermannus notes that the cultivation of belief (credulitas) through trag-
edy is “similar to what rhetoric tries to achieve in its attempt to prove
that a thing is or is not, except that rhetoric attempts to achieve this
end through persuasive speech, and poetry through representational
speech.”25 Rhetoric and poetics share the purpose of cultivating proba-
ble assent to a given idea or proposition. They differ only in their means
(e.g. persuasion or representation) and in the degree of certainty they
are meant to cultivate. Taken together, these authors are representative
of the medieval tendency to understand both poetry and rhetoric as
part of an ethical framework, one that stressed not only moral utility
but also verisimilitude. Belief, whether cultivated through persuasion
or representation, requires the assent of reason to accepted notions of
what is likely or probable in a given culture. As Ruth Webb argues in
her study of phantasia and ekphrasis, “What matters primarily to the

23Martin Camargo, “In Search of Geoffrey of Vinsauf’s Lost ’Long Documentum.’”
The Journal of Medieval Latin 22 (2013), 149–183. 165.

24Herman the German, “Translation of Averroes’ ‘Middle Commentary’ on
Aristotle’s Poetics: Extracts,” in Medieval Literary Theory and Criticism c, 1100—c. 1375:
The Commentary Tradition. Ed. A. J. Minnis and A. B. Scott, (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1988), 289–307, 289.

25Herman the German, “Translation of Averroes,” 295.
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rhetoricians is that the speech or poem should have the desired impact
on the listener; for this to be achieved what is important is conformity
to culturally accepted ‘truth’ (i.e. probability, verisimilitude in the
domain of rhetoric).”26 As such, Bernardus, Arnulf, Hermannus, and
as I would suggest, Matthew of Vendôme, all participate in a centuries
old tradition associating rhetoric and poetic with probabilistic reason-
ing. Moreover, as previously discussed, this tradition is also associated
with the instructional techniques of the progymnasmata, which them-
selves relied on probability and verisimilitude as key metrics for identi-
fying a successful composition.

My suggestion here and in the following sections, then, is that
within this ethically inflected system of rhetoric and poetics, the pro-
gymnasmatawere used not only as stylistic ornament or aide to literary
criticism, but as training in generalizable lines of argument attentive
to probability. Within this system, style itself becomes one of many
ways of advancing probable claims. This relationship between these
concepts remained important in no small part because earlier Greco-
Roman models of both poetry and epideictic rhetoric developed a
system of invention that relied on probabilistic judgment to make
claims about praiseworthy public behavior. In forwarding this argu-
ment, I hope to question the suggestion that the medieval remains of
the progymnasmata “had mutated from rhetorical exercises into means
of amplification and stylistic analysis.”27 To be sure, my argument in
the sections that follow does not presume that the complete Greco-
Roman progymnasmata sequence enjoyed a wide manuscript circula-
tion in Matthew’s time; however, I do wish to suggest that texts
commonly circulated throughout the medieval period would have
offered similar topoi that informed epideictic composition in similar
ways. While the ends of the medieval texts I analyze here were aes-
thetic and literary, the inspiration for their composition was rhetorical
in both its orientation and its origins. Attending to this distinction, as
Joseph Turner notes, is important because it “allows for a return to a
critical lens that reemphasizes the importance of rhetoric for under-
standing medieval literary texts.”28

Worthy of consideration, then, is the role that rhetoric—particularly
epideictic rhetoric—plays in Matthew of Vendôme’s treatise on
versifying. Despite writing somewhat earlier than Hermannus,

26Ruth Webb, Ekphrasis, Imagination and Persuasion in Ancient Rhetorical Theory
and Practice. (Surrey: Ashgate. 2009), 80.

27Manfred Kraus, “Progymnasmatic Exercises.” 192.
28Joseph Turner, “Rhetoric and Performing Anger: Proserpina’s Gift and

Chaucer’s Merchant’s Tale,” Rhetorica 34.4, (2016), 427–454, 453.
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(who declared that all poetic utterance is praise or blame) Matthew
of Vendôme demonstrates that he also understands his treatise on
versification to pertain primarily to these traditional goals of epideictic
rhetoric. Indeed, he begins his Ars versificatoria with an explanation of
how to praise and blame male and female figures, paying particular
attention to the use of the trope zeugma.29 His examples throughout
this first section of his work remain focused on the typical goals of
demonstrative speech—Matthew offers compositions in praise of
Ulysses, for instance, in order to demonstrate the precepts he has com-
municated.30 Matthew then reminds the reader of the importance
praise and blame hold for poetic works in general: “Of the foregoing
descriptions it is clear that with a majority, namely five, the purpose
is to praise (ad praeconium), while fewer, namely two, follow with
blame (ad vituperium). For theoretical instruction expressing blame
(exprimendo vituperio) ought to be somewhat less, since to it the consen-
sus of human frailty (consensus humanae fragilitatis) is more inclined.”31

Like Arnulf and Bernardus, Matthew clearly connects probability to
the epideictic functions of rhetoric—less instruction should be offered
in composing vituperations, Mathew contends, as it is generally
acknowledged that people are worthy of blame and such propositions
are more readily accepted. Matthew’s pessimism (while somewhat
amusing) also speaks to his intellectual influences and commitments;
his treatise situates itself in a tradition of ethical poetics that associates
rhetoric and verisimilitude—always attentive to cultural preconcep-
tions—with successful composition. In the following section, I aim to
emphasize the similarities between Matthew’s pedagogical methods
and the educational program represented by the ancient progymnas-
mata sequences.

29Translations of Matthew’s treatise throughout this essay are from Matthew of
Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria: The Art of the Versemaker, trans. Roger P. Parr. (Milwaukee,
WI: Marquette University Press, 1981), 1.3–1.25, unless otherwise noted. All modifi-
cations to translations are my own and are indicated in the relevant footnote. The
Latin text throughout the essay is taken from Matthew of Vendôme, Mathei
Vindocinensis Opera Vol. III: Ars Versificatoria. Ed. Franco Munari, Roma: Edizioni Di
Storia E Letteratura, 1988.

30Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.52.
31Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.59. “In praefatis descriptionibus

liquet quod plures descriptiones, scilicet quinque, procedunt ad praeconium, paucio-
res vero, scilicet duae, ad vituperium sequenteur, Etenim in exprimendo vituperio
parcior debet esse instructio doctrinalis, ad quod vergit declivor consensus humanae
fragilitatis.”
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POETICS AND PROBABILITY IN MATTHEW OF VENDÔME

At the beginning of the fourth book of his Ars Versificatoria,
Matthew alludesmore directly to the relationship between the progym-
nasmata, poetics, and probability. He states:

What follows is the treatment of the material in which certain
poorly instructed students are accustomed to be delirious (delirare)
and stray shamefully from the path of proper doctrine; in school exer-
cises (scolastico exercitio) they paraphrase the poetical fables and work
out an expression after each word as if they intended a metrical com-
mentary on the authors. But since undisciplined transgression should
gain forgiveness, and perhaps when they are being misled bymislead-
ing teachers, their good interests should be looked to so that in the
treatment of material they may try to imitate the customary outcomes,
namely, so they may speak the truth or the probable (ut scilicet vera
dicantur vel veri similia).32

In this passage, Matthew reveals both his awareness of school exercises
focused on the paraphrase of a fable (a traditional, and very early, pro-
gymnasmata exercise) and his preoccupation with probable discourse.
Both reveal much about Matthew’s pedagogical method and rhetorical
doctrine. Matthew’s treatise and the progymnasmata emphasize probabil-
ity as key to the composition of a successful text, be it a fable or enco-
mium, and therefore provide excellent starting points for achieving a
believable composition. In this section, then, I want to suggest that
Matthew likely drew from Priscian’s Praeexercitamina, either to inform
his treatise or his pedagogy more broadly. I will forward my argument
through a comparative analysis of Priscian’s discussion of fable, imper-
sonation, description, and praise, as well as Matthew’s own discussions
of description and poetics. In doing so, I aim to foreground Matthew’s
focus on probability and believability as a key aspect of rhetorical poet-
ics, noting passages where language, content, or both may suggest
a relationship between these texts.

As I have so far shown, medieval poetics were concerned not only
with aesthetic features but also with the ability of rhetorical invention
to facilitate the production of truthful (or perhaps more specifically,

32Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 4.1. While the translation is Parr’s,
I have modified the rendering of delirare. “Sequiterde executione materie, in qua qui-
dam male disciplinati solent plerumque delirare et a semita doctrinali turpiter exorbi-
tare, qui in scolastico exercitio fabulas circinantes poeticas verbum verbo sigillatim
exprimunt tanquam super suctores metrice proposuerint commentare. Sed, quia
veniam debet impetrare indsciplinata transgressio et forsitan cum perversis doctori-
bus pervertuntur, eis consulendum est, ut in exequenda materia consuetudinarios
eventus studeant emulari, ut scilicet vera dicantur vel veri similia. . .”
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believable) discourse. This orientation is apparent in Matthew’s expla-
nation of poetics: “A collection of utterances, measured feet, the knowl-
edge of quantities do not constitute a verse, but the elegant joining of
utterances does, the expression of distinctive features and respect for
the designation of each and every thing.”33 Based on this definition, it
would seem that Matthew is not primarily (or, at least not solely)
concerned with the technical aspects of poetics [measured feet and
knowledge of quantities] but rather with the accurate and respectful
designation of the subject matter—for him, a rhetorical concern.
Believability, and hence persuasion, must proceed hand in hand with
poetics in Matthew’s account of the art of verse.

Matthew discusses this relationship frequently throughout his trea-
tise, often drawing from texts of rhetorical theory such as Cicero’s De
inventione. Contemporary scholarship on Matthew’s treatise has gener-
ally emphasized the Ciceronian influences on his approach to rhetorical
poetics, which indeed shed much light on Matthew’s thought. In the
sections most clearly indebted to Cicero, specifically those in which
Matthew outlines his theory of rhetorical invention, the language of
probability indeed pervades his thinking. For example, Matthew notes
the following when discussing description of characters:

Also, if the efficacy of love be discussed, as how Jupiter burned with
love for Parasis, a description of the girl should be examined, and she
should be credited with the elegance of girlish beauty so that, on hear-
ing the picture of beauty, it is probable and conjectural to the hearer (veri-
simile sit et quasi coniecturale auditori), as it were, that Jove’s heart should
sweat at charms so many and so great. For the abundance of beauty
must have been overwhelming which drove Jove to the vice of ravish-
ment. (emphasis my own)34

Here, Matthew emphasizes the role of cultivating probabilistic claims
through poetic discourse in addition to his discussion of technical or
stylistic features. The goal of poetic composition is representing per-
sons and events in believable ways—a theory of imitation clearly
indebted to classical frameworks of rhetorical invention. Indeed,
Copeland and Sluiter observe that, “it is through the theoretical

33Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.1. “Non enim aggregatio dictionum,
dinumeratio pedum, cognito temporum facit versum, sed elegans junctura dictionum,
expressio proprietatum et observatum uniuscujusque rei epithetum.”

34Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.40. “Amplius, si agatur de amoris
efficacia, quomodo scilicet Jupiter Parasis amore exarserit, praelibanda est puellae
descriptio et assignanda puellaris pulchritudinis elegantia, ut, audito speculo pulchri-
tudinis, verisimile sit et quasi coniecturale auditori Jovis medullas tot et tantis insudasse
deliciis. Praecipua enim debuit esse affluentia pulchritudinis quae Jovem impulit ad
vitium corruptionis.”
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framework of invention that Matthew approaches the practice of
poetic imitation: thus his advice on developing description is based
mainly on Cicero’s system of the attributes of person and action.”35

In De inventione, Cicero recommends that the attributes of persons be
used to support a wide variety of propositions. These attributes, he
notes, can be divided into several categories: “We hold the following
to be the attributes of persons: name, nature, manner of life, fortune,
habit, feeling, interests, purposes, achievements, accidents, speeches
made.”36 These same categories are indeed adapted by Matthew,
who accurately attributes them to Cicero but illustrates them with
examples from Horace’s Ars poetica.37 For instance, drawing from this
section of De inventione, Matthew states: “Extrinsic attributes (extrin-
seca), however, are divided into those which are derived from one’s
race, fatherland, age, kindred or sex. There is a difference, however,
between one’s fatherland and race, because one’s race is determined
according to origin of its language; one’s fatherland, according to its
original locality (locum originalem).”38

Importantly, however, Cicero—like Matthew himself—reminds
us that these topics are not intended to embellish discourse, but rather
to provide the basis of probable reasoning. In De inventione, Cicero
notes: “all argumentation drawn from these topics which we have
mentioned will have to be either probable or irrefutable (probabilis aut
necessaria). For, to define it briefly, an argument seems to be a device
of some sort to demonstrate with probability or prove irrefutably.”39

Moreover, as James Allen notes, Cicero’s thought reflects Greek and,
more specifically, Aristotelian rhetorical theories; in his own works,
Cicero rendered pithanon (persuasive, plausible) as probabile and eikos
(likely) as verisimile, employing both terms throughout his works.40

Ostensibly concerned with characterization and display, these topics

35Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter, Medieval Grammar and Rhetoric, 560. See
Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.41.

36Marcus Tullius Cicero,De Inventione, trans. H.M. Hubbell (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1949), 1.24.34. “Ac personis has res attributas putamus: nomen, natu-
ram, victum, fortunam, habitum, affectionem, studia, consilia, facta, casus, orationes.”

37Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.38–39.
38Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.82. “Extrinseca autem in ea dividun-

tur quae sumuntur a natione, vel a patria, vel ab aetate, vel a cognatione, vel a sex.
Distat autem inter patriam et nationem, quia nation secundum genus suae linguae
consideratur, patria vero secundum locum originalem.”

39Marcus Tullius Cicero, De Inventione, 1.29.44. ”Omnis autem argumentatio
quae ex eis locis quos commemoravimus sumetur, aut probabilis aut necessaria debe-
bit esse. Etenim, ut breviter describamus, argumentatio videtur esse inventum aliquo
ex genere rem aliquam aut probabiliter ostendens aut necessarie demonstrans.”

40James Allen, “Aristotle on the Value of ’Probability,’ Persuasiveness, and
Verisimilitude in Rhetorical Argument,” Probabilities, Hypotheticals, and Counterfactuals
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in fact provide a form of probabilistic invention applicable to both
epideictic and other forms of discourse. Matthew’s own discussion of
the attributes of a person confirms that it is through extensive and con-
sistent reference to these attributes that a composition becomes credi-
ble and consistent.41 These external features and attributes provide
lines of argument for developing any given character or topic in a con-
sistent and believable way.

The influence of Cicero is obvious in the passages above, and
several scholars have commented on this link between Cicero’s trea-
tise and Matthew’s approach to rhetoric and poetics.42 I would sug-
gest, however, that there are connections to be made between
Matthew’s marriage of rhetorical invention and versification and
the progymnasmata as well. My goal here is not to discount or mini-
mize the influence of Cicero’s attributes, which clearly play an
important role in Matthew’s thinking, but rather to better account
for Matthew’s preoccupation with probability and its relationship
to rhetorical invention and poetic language. While Cicero’s attribu-
tes of a person and action account for much of Matthew’s approach
to poetics, the attributes fail to fully explain some distinctive ele-
ments of Matthew’s approach to composition. Cicero’s attributes,
in other words, are foundational for Matthew’s sense of rhetorical
and poetic verisimilitude; the discussion that follows is meant to
illuminate how alternative sources may have modified or altered
the Ciceronian and Horatian elements in Matthew’s treatise.

Priscian’s adaptation of the progymnasmata may provide another
productive method for understanding the sources for the doctrine
of the Ars versificatoria. For instance, compare Matthew’s discussion
of believability and probability with Priscian’s discussion of fable
in his Praeexercitamina. Priscian writes: “A fable is a composition made
up to resemble life, projecting an image of truth in its structure
(Fabula est oratio ficta verisimili dispositione imaginem exhibens

in Ancient Greek Thought. Ed. Victoria Wohl. (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2014), 47–64. 47.

41Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.114. See also Douglas Kelly, The Arts
of Poetry and Prose. (Turnhout: Brepols, 1991), 73.

42See Douglas Kelly, The Arts of Poetry and Prose, 73; J. J. Gronbeck-Tedesco, “An
Application of Medieval Rhetorical Invention to Dramatic Composition: Mathew of
Vendome’s Ars Versificatoria and Milo,” Theatre Journal 32, (1980), 235–247; Marjorie
Curry Woods, “The Classroom as Courtroom: Cicero’s Attributes of Persons and the
Interpretation of Classical Literary Characters in the Renaissance,” in Ciceroniana: Atti
del XIII Colloquium Tullianum, Milano, 27–29 marzo 2008. (Rome: Centro di Studi
Ciceroniani, 2009), 203–215, especially 205–207; Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter,
Medieval Grammar and Rhetoric: Language Arts and Literary Theory, AD 300–1475.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 559–560.
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veritatis). . . . This technique applies to the needs of life and becomes
realistic if the things which happen to the subject are then related to
the experiences of real men (Et pertinet ad vitae utilitatem et fit verisi-
milis, si res quae subiectis accidunt personis apte reddantur).”43

Compare this observation to Matthew’s own, mentioned above,
where he claims that description should be verisimile sit et quasi coni-
ecturale auditori (probable and conjectural to the hearer), as well as
Bernardus’ pronouncement that readers should derive utilitas from
literary texts.

For both Matthew and Priscian, it is important that the audience of
the composition believes the characters would act in the way they do—
their descriptions and actions should resemble or have the semblance
of truth. Matthew’s view in this regard is not idiosyncratic: medieval
poetics valued the ability to depict believable events or characters,
and therefore elicit belief from the audience or viewer.44 Understood
in this light, the goal of Matthew’s treatise is a form of persuasion in
which poetic discourse functions as a probabilistic argument based
on characterization, display, and expression. Poetics provides a frame-
work for bringing together believable claims with pleasing expression.
This is not a fundamentally different claim from the one Copeland and
Sluiter advance in their discussion of Matthew. Rather, it is a sugges-
tion that while Matthew’s discussions of description of individuals
may lean heavily on his appropriation of Cicero’s attributes of a person,
his discussions of various other forms of description (e.g. of places) also
share common features with progymnasmata exercises described in
Priscian’s Praeexercitamina.

As further evidence of this similarity, consider Priscian’s discus-
sion of the role of character in the composition of impersonations, or
ethopoeia: “Always, however, be careful to preserve the character of
the persons and times being imagined: some words are appropriate
to the young, some to the old, some to the joyful, some to the sad.
Moreover, some impersonations have to do with manners, some with
passions, and some with a mixture of the two.”45 Matthew’s own

43Translations of Priscian throughout this essay are from Priscian,
“Fundamentals Adapted from Hermogenes,” trans. Joseph M. Miller, in Readings
in Medieval Rhetoric, ed. Joseph M. Miller, Michael H. Prosser, and Thomas W.
Benson, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1973), 52–68, 52–3. The Latin text
throughout is from Rhetores Latini Minores, ed. K. F. Halm (Leipzig, 1863), 551.

44Mary Carruthers, The Experience of Beauty in the Middle Ages. (Oxford: Oxford-
Warburg Studies, University of Oxford Press, 2013). See especially 13–14.

45Priscian, “Fundamentals Adapted from Hermogenes,” 64. “Ubique autem
servanda est proprietas personarum et temporum: alia sunt enim verba iuvenis,
alia senis, alia gaudentis, alia dolentis. Sunt autem quaedam adlocutione morales,
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discussion of character descriptions has a similar structure. Matthew
states: “the character of words should conform to the facial expression
and inner status of the persons speaking” and that “a description of a
church Shepard is to be made in one way, of a general in another; of a
girl in another, of an elderly woman, a matron, a concubine or a wait-
ing-woman in other ways; that of a boy or young man in one way, of
an elderly man in another; of a freedman in another, one in a limited
state in another. Variations in other characteristics should be observed
in descriptions.”46 Matthew later expands on this advice, noting, for
example, that one should not praise the virtues of someone who has
many more vices (because to do so would make the praise less believ-
able),47 that ecclesiastical pastors should be praised for certain quali-
ties,48 that matrons should be praised for still others,49 and that
“approval to the form of the feminine sex ought to be amplified, but
it ought to be restrained in the masculine sex.”50

For both Priscian and Matthew, description is dependent on
characteristics such as outward appearance and emotional qualities
of the person being described, and effective description should
respond to commonly accepted cultural norms regarding those
appearances and emotional expressions. In short, since reasoning
from probability in the realm of the human always relies on cultural
preconceptions, it must necessarily respond to commonly held
opinion (ergo Matthew’s reluctance to amplify passages on the
physical beauty of men). While Cicero’s text provides the general
outline for many of these inventional concerns (e.g. typical emo-
tional state, appearance, etc.), Cicero does not offer the same type
of cultural commentary about specific character types; Priscian,
on the other hand, does offer a discussion of stock characters while
also discussing many of Cicero’s categories and concerns as well.
For instance, when Priscian discusses the role of “passions” and

quaedam passionales, quaedam mixtae.” Latin text from Rhetores Latini Minores,
ed. K. F. Halm (Leipzig, 1863), 558.

46Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.45–46. “verborum proprietas vulti-
bus personarum loquentium et fortune intrinsece debet conformari. . . . Igitur aliter
ponenda est descriptio alicuius ecclesiastici pastoris, aliter imperatoris, aliter puelle,
aliter veterane, aliter matrone, aliter concubine vel pedissece, aliter pueri vel adules-
centuli, aliter veterani, aliter liberi, aliter conditionalis, et aliarum proprietatum varia-
tiones in descriptionibus debent assignari. . .”

47Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.63.
48Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.65.
49Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.69.
50Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.67. “Amplius, in femineo sexu

approbatio forme debet ampliari, in masculino vero parcius.”
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“manners” in creating an effective impersonation, he notes that
“[speeches] dealing with passions are speeches in which emotion,
particularly overwhelming sorrow, is the focus, as in the imagining
of the words Andromache might speak over the dead Hector; those
dealing with manners are speeches in which the speaker’s way of
life takes hold, as in the words a country bumpkin (rusticus) might
speak when he first beholds a sailing ship.”51 While seemingly in
line with elements of Cicero’sDe inventione and Horace’s Ars poetica,
Priscian’s discussion in fact offers a more substantial discussion
of characterization, complete with examples similar to those of
Matthew’s. Indeed, as Woods notes, “Although reading through
Cicero’s descriptions of the attributes of persons may bring to mind
specific literary characters, the examples provided by Cicero in De
inventione are either generic or focused on specific kinds of argu-
ments that would be effective in the courtroom.”52 Likewise, while
Horace offers some similar advice to Priscian in the Ars poetica,
Priscian elaborates much more on stock characters and provides
more direct examples.

The use of stock character types and associated descriptions to
communicate the personality traits of characters, however, had a long
tradition in medieval literature as well, as Henrik Specht notes.53

Ugliness in particular was often used as a probabilistic shorthand
which (quite problematically) associated physical beauty with good-
ness and ugliness or deformity with a lack of morality and flawed
character. As Specht argues:

The primary function of hideousness in the literature of the
Middle Ages may be summed up as that of arousing aesthetic disgust
and moral aversion against the person (or being) who is described as
physically repulsive. The ’affective’ purpose which is thus characteris-
tic of the medieval depiction of ugliness reveals the direct relation
between this topos and the epideictic oratory of classical antiquity. In
the two branches of the demonstrative kind of oratory (laus and vitupe-
ratio) the representation of physical appearance, as is well known,

51Priscian, “Fundamentals Adapted from Hermogenes,” 64–5. “Passionales sunt,
in quibus passio, id est commiseratio perpetua inducitur, ut quibus verbis potuisset
Andromache mortuo Hectore: morales vero, in quibus obtinent mores, ut quibus ver-
bis uti potuisset rusticus, cum primum aspexerit navem. . .” Latin text from Rhetores
Latini Minores, ed. K. F. Halm (Leipzig, 1863), 558.

52Marjorie Curry Woods, “The Classroom as Courtroom,” 203–215.
53Henrik Specht, “The Beautiful, the Handsome, and the Ugly: Some Aspects of

the Art of Character Portrayal in Medieval Literature.” Studia Neophilologica. 56,
(1984), 129–146.
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serves the purpose of stirring favorable or antagonistic emotions in the
audience toward the object of portrayal.54

Indeed, Specht uses Matthew’s own description of one “Beroe” to
illustrate the broader medieval tendency to equate ugliness withmoral
failings. Consider this descriptive passage of “Beroe” from Matthew’s
treatise:

Beroe is a disease of nature, her face inky with bruises,
Uncouth in feature, the yield of tasteless nature,
The second Tisiphone, a public disorder (confusio publica),
resembling a ghost,
Vile in appearance, burdened with corruption,
Terrible in figure, foul to touch; the mange
On her neck forbids her hand a rest.
When her mange lies hidden in protection by a stiff fur cap,
The fly grieves at being deprived its owed meal.55

[Est Beroe rerum scabies, fex livida, vultu
Horrida, Nature despientis opus,
Altera Tesiphone, confusio publica, larve
Consona, conspectu sordida, tabe gravis.
Corpore terribilis, contactu feda, quietas
Cervicis scabies non sinit esse manus;
Dum latitat scabies rigido servata galero,
Debita desse sibi pabula musca dolet.]

While much of this passage (and it goes on for some time after this) is
clearly descriptive, misogynistic hyperbole used to illustrate aspects
of Matthew’s rhetorical and poetic advice, there is also a distinctive
argumentative purpose. While the description is extended and elabo-
rate, the piling up of clauses in this accumulatio is intended to reinforce
that Beroe is a confusio publica, a public disorder. This clause, notably, is
one of the few which does not comment in some way on physical
appearance. Rather, the multiple clauses describing Beroe’s appearance
support this broader claim. Appearance is tied directly to public behav-
ior, but the point is made, in part, by the stylistic choices of the passage.

Even so, Specht also makes the case that such descriptions of ugli-
ness can also advance arguments about the social class of the person
being described, noting that ugliness serves “as an emphatic and
almost unequivocal indication of low social status.”56 One can easily note

54Henrik Specht, “The Beautiful,” 134.
55Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.58. While the translation is Parr’s,

I have modified the rendering of livida.
56Henrik Specht, “The Beautiful,” 139, emphasis original.
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a similar purpose and technique in the exaggerated evils Matthew
heaps upon his example of one “Davus,”who bears the name of a stock
slave character from Roman texts. In this 96-line description, Matthew
consistently emphasizes the vulgarity of Davus, explicitly tying charac-
ter to body. For instance, at the beginning of this example, Matthew
writes:

Davus is a scurrilous vagrant, a gnawing parasite, an
outcast
Of the people, a disgrace to the world, a sickening plague;
An instigator of crime, the world’s refuse, the ruin of
Justice, assailant of the law, potent in deceit;
The source of idleness, barren of truth, overflowing with
Trifles, deformed in body, pernicious in mind (deformis cor-
pore, mente nocens).57

[Scurra vagus, parasitus edax, abiectio plebis
Est Davus, rerum dedecus, egra lues,
Fomentum sceleris, mundi sentina, ruina
Iusticie, legum lesio, fraude potens,
Semen nequitie, veri ieiunus, habundans
Nugis, deformis corpore, mente nocens]

Here, the connection between bodily display as probabilistic sign of
virtue and behavior is made explicit. For a character to be believed
a villain, they must be made to conform to the cultural preconcep-
tions surrounding the display of villainy. Within this approach to
poetics, “descriptive convention depends upon the accumulation of
all available detail” combined with adherence to cultural presupposi-
tions about various “types” of characters and actions.58 The goal of
such description is not realism, but persuasion. The audience must
be convinced of the character’s villainy and low social status through
repeated reference to qualities of both body and mind.

While it is clear from the above passages that Matthew associates
probability and the description of persons, in other sections of the Ars
versificatoria he also applies this same logic to descriptions of places.
This is itself telling, as Cicero’s attributes do not neatly correspond to
developing probabilistic arguments from physical locations. However,
once again, this section shares similarities with Priscian’s discussion
of description. Priscian observes that “Description is a presentation
which gathers together and lays out before one’s eyes that which it

57Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.53.
58Derek A. Pearsall, “Rhetorical ’Descriptio’ in ’Sir Gawain and the Green

Knight.’” The Modern Language Review 50.2, (1955), 129–134. 130.
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deals with. There are descriptions of people and of events and of
times and of a situation and of places and many other things.”59

More importantly, Priscian also comments on what makes for an
effective description, consistently emphasizing the need for sen-
sory-driven appeal. He states: “Now the real power of a description
is particularly in its plainness and its realism or exactness of expres-
sion (Virtus autem descriptionis maxime planities et praesentia vel signi-
ficantia est). After all, it is the duty of the person who speaks about an
event to make that event live before the eyes through his appeal to
the ears, and to make the style of his presentation worthy of the dig-
nity of the event. If the event is striking, let his presentation be the
same (sit et oratio similis); if the event is subtle, then the quality of
the language should be adapted to it.”60 Matthew makes similar
claims about the persuasive nature of place and description in the
first book of the Ars versificatoria. Using Cicero’s condemnation of
Verres as a model, Matthew notes: “when he [Cicero] was prosecut-
ing Verres for having committed adultery in Sicily, [he] described
the many delights of that region, saying that the trees were marked
with the gifts of spring and the meadows painted with a variety of
flowers, and crystal-clear fountains, so that having learned of the
beauty of the place, the line of reasoning could infer (coniecturale
esset argumentum) that in a place shown him by Cicero of so great
beauty, Verres has more readily committed adultery.”61

In these passages, both Priscian and Matthew are quick to empha-
size the role of sensory description in crafting a sense of place, whether
in speech or poetic composition. However, perhaps more importantly,
both emphasize the importance of shaping the composition to empha-
size certain traits: for Priscian, this takes the form ofmatching discourse

59Priscian, “Fundamentals Adapted from Hermogenes,” 65. “Descriptio est ora-
tio colligens et praesentans oculis quod demonstrat. Fiunt autem descriptiones tam
personarum quam rerum et temporum et status et locorum et multorum aliorum.”
Latin text from Rhetores Latini Minores, ed. K. F. Halm (Leipzig, 1863), 558.

60Priscian, “Fundamentals Adapted from Hermogenes,” 66. “Virtus autem des-
criptionis maxime planities et praesentia vel significantia est. Oportet enim elocutio-
nem paene per aures oculis praesentiam facere ipsius rei et exaequare dignitati
rerum stilum elocutionis. Si clara res est, sit et oratio similis: sin summissa, huic
quoque aptetur qualitas verborum.” Latin text from Rhetores Latini Minores, ed.
K. F. Halm (Leipzig, 1863), 558–559.

61Matthew of Vendôme, Ars Versificatoria, 1.110. “Cicero in Verrem, scilicet cum
Verrem redargueret de adulterio in Scilia perpetrato, descripsit multipharias illius
regionis delicias, dicens ibi esse arbores veris dotibus insignitas et prata flore multi-
phario picturata, fontes prodigos puritatis, ut, audita loci venustate, coniecturale esset
argumentum Verrem in loco tante pulchritudinis sibi a Cicerone deputatum licentius
commisisse adulterium.”
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to the “dignity of the event,” and forMatthew, it takes the form of using
the sensory-laden description of the place itself as yet another proof
in support of the accusations against Verres. Both speak to a form of
probable reasoning, as the relative dignity of both speech and event
are ultimately subject to cultural evaluations that can never be made
with perfect certainty. For Matthew, the relationship between
description, persuasion, and probability is even more apparent, as he
interprets the lavish description of Sicily as yet another proof meant
to communicate the (likely) guilt of Verres. In this approach to poetics,
the divide between invention and style is continually elided. As Mary
Carruthers contends, in the medieval period rhetorical “Style develops
out of and distinguishes a composition’s disposition, its arrangement,
and is thus an aspect of what we now would call a work’s internal
‘logic’ or ‘argument’ – but it encompasses a broader experience than
what the word ‘argument’ now conveys.”62 In short, stylistic and
sensory features become yet another means of invention and argu-
mentation, with every poetic choice contributing to a larger asser-
tion through a process of probabilistic reasoning that is attentive
to the role of description in persuasive composition.

CONCLUSION

This essay has sought to demonstrate howMatthew of Vendôme’s
Ars versificatoria consistently employs the language of probability in
order to productively unite rhetoric and poetics. Moreover, it has
emphasized potential points of overlap with the theories and peda-
gogy associated with the Praeexercitamina of Priscian, showing that
both texts emphasize the need for descriptions (of both people and pla-
ces) as well as narratives to conform to culturally accepted standards
of likelihood and verisimilitude. While better understanding the
potential sources of Matthew’s approach to rhetoric and poetics is
important in and of itself, Matthew’s concern for probability, style,
and sensory description also draw our attention to important develop-
ment in medieval rhetorical theory more broadly. As Karin Margareta
Fredborg suggests, “it is the hallmark of twelfth-century poetics to
explore character delineation, proprietates . . . and authorial intent.”63

62Mary Carruthers, “Varietas: A Word of Many Colors.” Poetica. 41.1/2 (2009),
11–32. 35.

63Karin Margareta Fredborg, “Interpretative Strategies in Horatian Commentaries
from the Twelfth Century The Ars poetica in the Carolingian Traditions and their
Twelfth-Century Developments.” Interfaces. 3 (2016), 46–70. 51.
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Past scholarship has typically emphasized Horatian and Ciceronian
influences to explore these concerns. In contrast, this has essay has sug-
gested that progymnasmata exercises and evolving attitudes toward
epideictic rhetoric typically associated with the expanded Organon
may have influencedMatthew’s treatise and later iterations of the artes
poetraie. In both cases, these sources emphasize the relationship
between sensation, characterization, and extended description.

While interest in medieval understandings of rhetoric and sensa-
tion has grown in recent years, there is still much to be learned and
studied from both the perspective of classical influence and adapta-
tion, as well as uniquely medieval developments.64 In Matthew’s
work, we see that rhetoric and poetics shifted their focus from primar-
ily stylistic concerns toward inventional ones. The result of this shift,
however, was not the neglect of rhetorical style. Rather, drawing
inspiration from the ancient progymnasmata, style itself becomes a
vehicle to achieve realistic and believable description and, in some
cases, argumentation—that is, style and invention work together
to highlight the probability of the described actions, lending the
composition a sense of verisimilitude, with descriptive passages in
particular reinforcing cultural perceptions of the likely and believ-
able. Given Matthew’s status as the earliest theorist in the tradition
of the medieval artes poetriae, this development speaks to the need to
investigate how other authors within this tradition treated similar
issues within the realm of rhetoric and poetics.

64See, in particular, Rita Copeland, “Pathos and Pastoralism: Aristotle’s Rhetoric
in Medieval England.” Speculum 89.1 (2014) 96–127; Debra Hawhee, Rhetoric in Tooth
and Claw: Animals, Language, Sensation, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017)
113–132; Jordan Loveridge, “Rhetorical Deliberation, Memory, and Sensation in the
Thought of Thomas Aquinas,” Philosophy and Rhetoric 50.2 (2017), 178–200.
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